
3D virtual property tours, allowing 
more people to view property 
listings, at anytime from anywhere

HomeVisit



4K HDR
Photography

Accurate
Floor Plans

Teaser
Videos

3D
Virtual Tours

HomeVisit can transform the way listings 
are marketed, using high quality 2D and 3D 
imagery to showcase any size and style of 
property, boosting it’s marketing potential.

Win listings and maximise sales using affordable 3D Virtual Tours

Virtual property marketing for Estate Agents

 
 

 

Click HERE to experience a 3D Virtual Tour

HomeVisit photographers will capture the best of            
a property using the latest 3D camera technology.

The 3D showcase takes property marketing to the 
next level, proven to generate up to 50% more 
interest in a listing, driving higher engagement 
through on-line marketing channels. 

Prospective buyers get a fully immersive and truly 
engaging experience, where they can view a property 
in detail, at a time and place convenient for them. 

The full package includes the 3D Virtual               
walk-through tour, high quality photography, 
accurate floor plans and marketing teaser videos.

The Virtual Tour allows prospective buyers to 
explore every inch of a property as if they were 
there in person, from a desktop or mobile device. 

Features include dollhouse and floor plan views, plus 
useful digital measuring tools, giving prospective 
buyers unparalleled access to a property.

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=a3yjqznYBi2


Why choose HomeVisit?

 
 

 

3D Virtual Tours

4K HDR Photographs

Accurate Floor Plans

Teaser Videos

360° walk-through room      
by room experience, 

showcasing the property 
from every angle.

Professional high quality 
photography for both web 

and print capturing the best 
of the property.

High resolution 2D floor 
plans, capturing the property 

specification.

(RICS compliant/accuracy within 99%)

Snapshot video  
presentations capturing     

the 3D experience to help 
market the property online.

§  Give prospective buyers a truly immersive property viewing experience

§  Enable limitless property viewings without the need for appointments

§  Offers an attractive marketing service for vendors, to help win new listings

§  Affordable pricing making it available for any size and style of property

§  Fully trained photographers equipped with the latest camera technology

§  Everything is captured in one single visit with minimal disturbance to vendors

§  Everything captured in one single visit with a fast 24 hour turnaround

Accurate Floor Plans

4K HDR Photographs
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CoreLogic UK empowers the Property 

Data and Connectivity.

Our solutions help clients to streamline 
operations, improve performance, make 

About us

years of historic sales, listings 

million UK property transactions 

of all UK proper ty valuations 

29.7

20+

150

80%


